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ABSTRACT: We implement scalar and vector leptoquark (LQ) models in the universal FEYNRULES
output (UFO) format assuming the Standard Model fermion content and conservation of baryon
and lepton numbers. Scalar LQ implementations include next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD cor-
rections. We report the NLO QCD inclusive cross sections in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV,
14 TeV, and 27 TeV for all on-shell LQ production processes. These comprise (i) LQ pair produc-
tion (pp → ΦΦ) and (ii) single LQ + lepton production (pp → Φ`) for all initial quark flavours
(u, d, s, c, and b). Vector LQ implementation includes adjustable non-minimal QCD coupling. We
discuss several aspects of LQ searches at a hadron collider, emphasising the implications of SU(2)
gauge invariance, electroweak and flavour constraints, on the possible signatures. Finally, we out-
line the high-pT search strategy for LQs recently proposed in the literature to resolve experimental
anomalies in B-meson decays. In this context, we stress the importance of complementarity of the
three LQ related processes, namely, pp→ ΦΦ, pp→ Φ`, and pp→ ``.
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1 Introduction
Leptoquarks (LQs) are either vector or scalar fields that couple a quark to a lepton at the tree level.
This feature makes them rather unique within a plethora of hypothetical particles that are being
experimentally searched for. LQs are coloured objects that always reside in the (anti)fundamental
representations of the SU(3) part of the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge group of the Standard Model
(SM). They can thus be copiously produced at hadron machines such as the LHC if kinematically
accessible. Moreover, the fact that they decay into a quark and a lepton practically guarantees
measurable signatures at modern particle detectors.
The physics of LQs is a mature subject and its roots date back to the introduction of unification
of the quarks and leptons of the SM [1]. There exists a number of in-depth reviews of various
aspects of the LQ physics one can consult [2–5]. These aspects are related to the flavour physics
effects, collider physics signatures, and proton decay signals, to name a few. In this note we revisit
the production mechanisms of LQs in the proton-proton collisions in view of the need for an up-to-
date Monte Carlo event generator output that can be used for the current and future experimental
searches and search recasts [6–9]. We especially address the single LQ production in association
with a lepton and the LQ pair production including important next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD
corrections. A sample of leading order (LO) Feynman diagrams for these processes involving
scalar LQs is shown in figure 1.
We stress from the onset that there already exist explicit calculations of the pair production of
scalar LQs at the NLO level [10, 11] as well as several studies of the NLO effects on the single LQ
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Figure 1. A sample of leading order Feynman diagrams for the scalar LQ pair production (top row) and
single scalar LQ plus lepton production (bottom row).
production [7, 12, 13] at the LHC. One of our aims is to fill in the missing pieces with respect to
the latter process, especially in the context of the sea quark initiated production. In fact, it is very
important to entertain a possibility of an LQ dominantly coupled to heavy fermions as motivated
by the pattern of fermion masses and mixing parameters, and as recently suggested by the hints
on lepton flavour universality violation in B-meson decays. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more
details.) With this possibility in mind we also address single production of vector LQs through the
bottom-gluon fusion processes.
Since the number of LQs is finite one can easily classify them [15]. We provide, as an integral
part of this analysis, ready-to-use universal FEYNRULES (UFO) [16] model files for all scalar
LQs as well as one vector LQ that are particularly suited for the flavour dependent studies of the
LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [17] framework. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single production of scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. These results, in our
view, can be particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses and accurate search
recasts. The UFO model files are publicly available at http://lqnlo.hepforge.org.
The outline of the manuscript is as follows. We present the set-up for our LQ signature studies
in section 2. This is followed by section 3 on numerical analysis that is subdivided into the LQ
pair production subsection and the single LQ + lepton production subsection. The strategy for LQ
searches inferred from B-physics anomalies is described in section 4. We present our conclusions
in section 5. Most of our numerical results are summarised in appendix A.
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2 Implementation and validation
2.1 Scalar LQ set-up
The scalar LQ models we implement comprise S3 ≡ (3,3, 1/3), R2 ≡ (3,2, 7/6), R˜2 ≡
(3,2, 1/6), S˜1 ≡ (3,1, 4/3), and S1 ≡ (3,1, 1/3), where we specify transformation properties
under the SM gauge group. First (second) integer in the brackets corresponds to the dimension of
the irreducible representation of SU(3) (SU(2)) that the LQ belongs to whereas the rational num-
ber is the LQ U(1) hypercharge. Our hypercharge normalisation is such that the electric charge of
S1 is 1/3 in units of the absolute value of the electron charge. We assume that lepton number and
baryon number are conserved quantities.
We use FEYNRULES 2.0 [16] to prepare the model files for each LQ representation. The
inclusion of NLO QCD corrections is possible in modern Monte Carlo frameworks that are ca-
pable of the automated generation of the corresponding born, one-loop and real matrix elements,
and subtraction of infrared singularities. To this purpose, we use the NLOCT package (version
1.02) [18] together with FEYNARTS (version 3.9) [19] to generate the relevant UV and R2 coun-
terterms at one-loop level in QCD. The resulting models are exported in the UFO format, which
can be directly used within MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO framework, where all required one-loop
amplitudes are automatically generated with MADLOOP [20] and NINJA [21, 22]. The correspond-
ing real amplitudes are generated from the underlying UFO model, while the infrared subtraction
of the real contributions is automatically performed à la FKS [23] in MADFKS [24].
The kinetic and mass terms are implemented in the same manner for all the scalar LQs and are
given by
LΦkinetic = (DµΦ)† (DµΦ)−m2LQΦ†Φ, (2.1)
where Dµ is the appropriate covariant derivative and Φ = S3, R2, R˜2, S˜1, S1. As implied by the
second term in eq. (2.1) all the components within the given LQ multiplet Φ, when Φ transforms
non-trivially under SU(2), are assumed to have the same mass. This assumption is driven by the
electroweak precision measurements. (See, for example, section 4.2 in ref. [5] for more details.)
The mass splitting which generates small enough one-loop correction to oblique Z-pole observable
can be completely neglected in view of the current direct limits on LQ masses. In other words, one
expects correlated signal in searches for the same-mass LQ states with different electric charge (by
one unit). A combination of such searches can improve the overall sensitivity with respect to the
parameter space of the non-trivial SU(2) LQ multiplet(s).
For the flavour dependent part of the lagrangian we closely follow notation of ref. [5] and
implement the most general form of Yukawa couplings. The fermion content is taken to be purely
that of the SM. We explicitly assume that the unitary transformations of the right-chiral fermions
are not physical. In our convention the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) rotations reside in the
up-type quark sector whereas the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) rotations originate
from the neutrino sector. These rotations provide connection between Yukawa couplings in the
case when LQ interacts with the SU(2) doublet(s) of the SM fermions. For example, one set of the
R2 Yukawa couplings that features the CKM matrix V is
LR2Yukawa ⊃ +yLR2 ij e¯iRRa ∗2 Qj,aL = +(yLR2 V †)ij e¯iRujLR5/3 ∗2 + yLR2 ij e¯iRdjLR2/3 ∗2 , (2.2)
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where yLR2 is the 3 × 3 matrix in the flavour space, QL is a left-chiral quark doublet, eR is a
right-chiral charged lepton, a = 1, 2 is an SU(2) index, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are flavour indices. The
couplings of R˜2, on the other hand, feature the PMNS matrix U since the relevant lagrangian reads
LR˜2Yukawa ⊃ −y˜RL2 ij d¯iRR˜a2abLj,bL = −y˜RL2 ij d¯iRejLR˜2/32 + (y˜RL2 U)ij d¯iRνjLR˜−1/32 , (2.3)
where y˜RL2 is the 3× 3 matrix in the flavour space, LL is a left-chiral lepton doublet, dR is a right-
chiral down-type quark, and ab is Levi-Civita symbol. The hermitian conjugate parts are omitted
from eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) for brevity. Note that our convention allows one to completely neglect the
PMNS rotations as the neutrino flavour is not relevant for the processes we are interested in. In the
actual model file implementations the PMNS matrix is thus set to be an identity matrix whereas the
only relevant angle in the CKM matrix is taken to be the Cabbibo one. These assumptions can be
modified using the parameter restriction files that are provided with each LQ model.
One could also entertain a possibility of introducing one or more right-chiral neutrinos thus
extending the SM fermion sector. This would allow one to study one additional scalar LQ state —
S¯1 ≡ (3,1,−2/3) — and to consider additional sets of Yukawa couplings for R˜2 and S1 [5]. These
three scalar multiplets have the same transformation properties under the SM gauge group as the
squarks, where the role of the right-chiral neutrino(s) could be played by neutralino(s). The right-
chiral neutrino introduction would, in principle, yield the same phenomenological signatures that
one has for those LQs that couple to the left-chiral neutrinos as long as the right-chiral neutrinos
are light enough. This fact and the close correspondence between the LQ and squark properties
is often used to reinterpret dedicated experimental searches for supersymmetric particles in terms
of limits on the allowed LQ parameter space. See, for example, ref. [8] for a recent recast along
these lines. Be that as it may, the model files we provide can be modified to incorporate these
hypothetical fermionic fields and associated interactions.
We always consider a scenario where the SM is extended with a single scalar LQ multiplet.
From these single LQ model files one can easily generate more complicated scenarios of new
physics (NP) when two or more scalar LQs are simultaneously present at the energies relevant for
collider physics. Since the LQ electric charge eigenstates coincide with the mass eigenstates in the
single LQ extensions we use this property to uniquely denote a given LQ component. For example,
R
5/3
2 (R˜
−1/3
2 ) is denoted as R2p53 (R2tm13) in model files. The fact that FEYNRULES 2.0 [16]
does not accommodate antifundamental representation of SU(3) has prompted us to implement all
the LQs as triplets of colour in model files.
In the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO model parameter card of a given LQ scenario one can
modify the LQ mass mLQ and its Yukawa couplings. For example, the 13 element of the Yukawa
coupling matrix y˜RL2 from eq. (2.3) is denoted as yRL1x3 in the associated model file. For the
total decay width of a given LQ we assume that all the quark masses except the top quark can be
neglected and provide relevant expressions. Note that mass eigenstates that originate from the same
LQ multiplet do not need to have the same decay width. To that end we denote the associated decay
widths differently. For example, the decay width of R5/32 (R
2/3
2 ) is denoted as WR253 (WR223).
In order to validate the NLO QCD implementation we generate the LQ decay process with
MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO. This calculation consists of one born, one virtual and two real-
radiation diagrams. The analytic formula for the partial decay width for massless fermions and
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lagrangian defined as L ⊃ (−yq` q¯PL,R` Φ + h.c.) is [25]
Γ(Φ→ q`) = |yq`|
2mLQ
16pi
(
1 +
(
9
2
− 4pi
2
9
)
αs
pi
)
, (2.4)
where αs = g2s/(4pi) is the strong coupling constant, PL and PR are the standard left- and right-
chiral projection operators, and yq` is the Yukawa coupling strength. Our numerical result for the
NLO QCD correction factor (KF − 1 ≈ 0.0043), obtained using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO,
agrees perfectly with the analytic formula in eq. (2.4). That is, by reproducing finite one-loop
corrections, we have validated the implementation of the corresponding QCD counterterms in the
UFO model(s).
2.2 Vector LQ set-up
The phenomenology of vector LQ states is sensitive to their UV origin. The only vector LQ UFO
implementation we opt to provide here is the one that involves U1 ≡ (3,1, 2/3) field. This vector
boson has attracted a lot of attention recently [14, 26–28] and its model file can be appropriately
modified to represent other vector LQ states, if needed, for flavour dependent studies.
The kinetic and mass terms of U1 are
LU1kinetic = −
1
2
U †µνUµν − igsκ U †1µT aU1νGaµν +m2U1U †1µU1µ, (2.5)
where Uµν = DµU1ν − DνU1µ is a field strength tensor and κ is a dimensionless coupling that
depends on the UV origin of the vector. For the Yang-Mills case κ = 1, while for the minimal
coupling case κ = 0. Precision calculations with vector LQ require UV completion and this
ambiguity is only in part captured by the κ dependence that we study in section 3.3. In fact,
unitarization of the high-pT scattering amplitudes requires additional dynamics not far beyond the
LQ mass scale, which can impact the production processes in a non-trivial way. For example,
an extra colour octet vector might exist in a complete model and give an s-channel contribution
to the LQ pair production. Therefore, in this paper, we concentrate on the LO effects in QCD.
Implementation of the benchmark UV realisations together with the NLO QCD corrections is left
for future work. For a complementary study of NLO QCD effects in vector LQ processes see
ref. [13].
The Yukawa part of the U1 lagrangian is defined in eq. (4.3) in section 4. For simplicity,
here we implement the following lagrangian L ⊃ (gbL b¯LγµτLU1µ + gtL t¯LγµντLU1µ + h.c.) where
gbL (gtL) is the coupling strength of U1 with the bottom-tau (top-neutrino) pair. (SU(2) gauge
invariance predicts gbL = gtL .) The model files can easily be modified to include other interactions.
The relevant parameters that one can vary are mU1 (mLQ), κ (kappa), gtL (gtL), and gbL (gbL).
The U1 particle (antiparticle) name in the model file is vlq (vlq∼). LQ total decay width is
denoted with wLQ, and should be correspondingly adjusted for a given set of input parameters. For
example, the LO partial decay width Γ(U1 → bτ+) = |gbL |2mU1/(24pi) if one neglects b and τ
masses. Numerical results using this implementation are presented in section 3.3.
3 Numerical analysis
The UFO implementation at the NLO in QCD allows us to calculate the total inclusive cross section
for either LQ pair production or single LQ production within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO
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Figure 2. (Left panel) Total inclusive cross sections (in pb) at NLO in QCD for scalar LQ production in
proton-proton collisions using the PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc [29] sets at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy as a
function of the LQ mass mLQ. The central values are obtained using fixed factorisation and renormalisa-
tion scales µF = µR = mLQ. The total uncertainty (shown with bands) is obtained by adding the PDF
and perturbative uncertainties in quadrature, where the former one is given by the 68% C.L. ranges when
averaging over the PDF replicas while the latter one is estimated varying factorisation and renormalisation
scales within µF , µR ∈ [0.5, 2] mLQ. Prediction for the single LQ production (pp → Φ` plus pp → Φ¯¯`)
initiated from up, down, strange, charm, and bottom initial-state flavours is marked with u, d, s, c, and b,
respectively, while the LQ pair production (pp → ΦΦ¯) is denoted with LQ pair. All single LQ production
cross sections correspond to the case when the coupling strength of the LQ to the quark-lepton pair is set to
one (yq` = 1). (Right panel) yq` =
√
σpair/σsingle(yq` = 1) as a function of the LQ mass for all initial-state
quarks at 13 TeV. The three lines for each quark flavour are obtained using central, plus, and minus predic-
tions for the total cross sections, and the shaded area indicates the size of prediction uncertainty. We have
checked that the contribution of the Yukawa dependent diagram with t-channel lepton to LQ pair production
is negligible in determining these lines.
framework for a given LQ mass. We have also prepared a simplified scalar LQ model file, named
Leptokvark_NLO, that can be used to efficiently determine inclusive cross sections at the tree
level and NLO level. This simplified model uses the fact that the pair production of any scalar
LQ is, for all practical purposes, solely QCD driven whereas the single scalar LQ production in
association with lepton depends only on the particular quark flavour that the LQ couples to and the
associated coupling strength, as discussed below.
3.1 Scalar LQ pair production
LQ pair production at hadron collider(s) is a QCD driven process that is, at this point, completely
determined by the LQ mass and strong coupling constant due to the existing experimental mea-
surements on atomic parity non-conservation [30, 31] and the current direct search limits on LQ
masses at the LHC. The atomic parity non-conservation measurements limit the allowed strength
of the LQ couplings to the first generation of quarks and leptons [5, 6]. These need to be small
and, as such, cannot affect LQ pair production. One might think that it could be possible to affect
pair production with the large enough Yukawa couplings to the second and/or third generation of
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quarks thereby avoiding atomic parity violation constraints. Another option is to have couplings
between the first generation quarks and second and/or third generation leptons. These particular
possibilities are of limited interest due to the fact that for such large couplings (and masses) single
LQ process is expected to be dominant. (See, for example, figure 3 in ref. [6].) We thus completely
neglect t-channel contribution towards pair production of LQs in our numerical studies. The Feyn-
man diagram that depicts the contribution that we neglect is shown in the third panel of the first
row of figure 1.
The dominant pair production mechanism at the LHC is a gluon-gluon scattering followed by
the quark-antiquark annihilation with the representative Feynman diagrams shown in the first and
second panel of the first row of figure 1, respectively. The latter process grows in importance as the
LQ mass increases. Differential and integral cross sections for these processes at the tree level [32]
and NLO level [10] are well-known. We find perfect agreement between our results and analytic
expressions that are available in the literature for the same choice of PDFs.
We use our simplified model file to evaluate total inclusive cross section σpair at the NLO
level as a function of LQ massmLQ for 13 TeV, 14 TeV, and 27 TeV center-of-mass energies for the
proton-proton collisions for the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets [29] using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO.
Again, all the model files we provide for scalar LQs yield exactly the same result. The cross section
dependancy on the renormalisation and factorisation scale variations is also taken into account in
our evaluation, as well as uncertainty due to the PDF determination. The following scale variations
are used in this determination, µR, µF = mLQ/2,mLQ, 2mLQ, using the method of ref. [17]. The
relevant NLO results for σpair are summarised in appendix A in tables 1, 2, and 3 for 13 TeV,
14 TeV, and 27 TeV, respectively, where we also present the PDF uncertainty. The uncertainties are
quoted in per cent units with respect to the cross section central value.
Finally, we present in figure 2 total inclusive cross section at NLO in QCD for scalar LQ pair
production (black band) in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy as a function
of the LQ mass mLQ for the PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc [29] PDF sets.
3.2 Single scalar LQ production
The single LQ production in association with a lepton at tree level is induced via partonic process
gq → `Φ and involves two diagrams that are shown in the second row of figure 1. The NLO QCD
corrections to this process involve virtual one-loop and real-radiation diagrams, which all have the
same linear dependence on the Yukawa coupling yq` defined through L ⊃ (yq` q¯PL,R` Φ + h.c.).
The interference effects that might be relevant when LQ simultaneously couples to two fermion
pairs of the same flavour but different chirality structure are suppressed by the final-state lepton
mass and can thus be safely neglected. Therefore, the inclusive NLO QCD K-factor is rather
model independent, i.e., it does not depend on the specific LQ representation, nor the final-state
lepton flavour, chirality, and charge. It only depends on the flavour of the initial-state quark in the
tree-level diagram, the LQ mass mLQ, and trivially on the coupling since σsingle ∼ |yq`|2.
We use our simplified NLO model file to evaluate total inclusive single LQ production cross
sections σsingleu,d,s,c,b for the proton-proton collisions using the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets [29]. These
cross sections are due to production through the corresponding quark flavour, as indicated in the
subscript, where we set the associated Yukawa coupling strength to one (yq` = 1), and vary the
LQ mass mLQ. Again, the single LQ production cross section is proportional to a square of the
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Figure 3. Total inclusive single LQ + lepton production cross sections (from bottom flavour) at the NLO in
QCD (upper panel) and ratio of NLO and LO cross sections (lower panel) for the proton-proton collisions
for the NNPDF23NLO [33] and CTEQ6M [34] sets at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy as a function of the LQ
mass mLQ. The LQ coupling strength to bottom quark and lepton is set to one (yb` = 1).
coupling strength and can thus be trivially rescaled. We furthermore evaluate σsingleu,d,s,c,b for 13 TeV,
14 TeV, and 27 TeV center-of-mass energies. The cross section dependancy on the renormalisation
and factorisation scale variations is also taken into account in this evaluation following the method
of ref. [17]. The relevant NLO results are summarised in appendix A in tables 1, 2, and 3 for 13 TeV,
14 TeV, and 27 TeV, respectively, where we also present the PDF uncertainty. The uncertainties are
quoted in per cent units with respect to the cross section central value.
We present total inclusive single LQ production cross sections in the left panel of figure 2
in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy as a function of the LQ mass mLQ
for the PDF4LHC15_nlo_mc [29] PDF sets. We, again, take that the relevant Yukawa coupling
strength between a leptoquark and a quark-lepton pair equal to one (yq` = 1). In the right panel of
figure 2 we show what values of Yukawa couplings one needs to use to have equality between the
total inclusive single LQ production cross section and the total inclusive LQ pair production cross
section for a given initial quark flavour as a function of the LQ mass. This plot clearly shows the
importance of single LQ production in the heavy LQ regime.
We furthermore present in figure 3 total inclusive single LQ production cross sections at
the NLO level (upper panel) and a ratio of NLO and LO cross sections (lower panel) for the
NNPDF23NLO [33] and CTEQ6M [34] sets at 13 TeV proton-proton center-of-mass energy as a
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Figure 4. Ratio of total inclusive cross sections at the LO in QCD for the single production of a vector LQ
(σvectorb ) and a scalar LQ (σ
scalar
b ) through a fusion of b and b¯ quarks with gluons for nn23lo1 PDFs in
proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV and 27 TeV as a function of the LQ massmLQ. We present σvectorb /σ
scalar
b
for both the Yang-Mills case κ = 1 and the minimal coupling case κ = 0.
function of the LQ mass mLQ. The lower panel of figure 3 shows the K-factor for these PDF sets.
3.3 Single vector LQ production from b quark
In this numerical exercise we study the dependence of the single vector LQ plus lepton production
on the (adjustable) non-minimal QCD coupling κ defined in eq. (2.5). We present in figure 4 ratio
of total inclusive cross sections at the LO in QCD for the single production of a vector LQ and
a scalar LQ through a fusion of b and b¯ quarks with gluons in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV
and 27 TeV as a function of the LQ mass mLQ. We explicitly take that both scalar and vector LQs
couple to the bottom-tau pair with the same Yukawa coupling strength (gbL = ybτ ). Since σ
vector
b
and σscalarb scale in the same way with regard to the Yukawa coupling the ratio σ
vector
b /σ
scalar
b we
present in figure 4 is Yukawa coupling independent. This simply means that the knowledge of
the total inclusive cross section for the single production of a scalar LQ, for a given strength of
Yukawa coupling, allows one to obtain corresponding cross section for vector LQ. We consider
both the Yang-Mills case κ = 1 and the minimal coupling case κ = 0 to capture κ dependance. We
find that for a fixed mLQ the ratio σvectorb /σ
scalar
b grows with the increase in value of κ parameter.
Note that the ratio σvectorb /σ
scalar
b is parton distribution function (PDF) insensitive and its value
decreases as the LQ mass increases. We, for definiteness, use nn23lo1 PDFs to perform the
numerical calculation. The cross sections are evaluated for µR, µF = mLQ, where µR (µF ) is the
renormalisation (factorisation) scale.
4 B-anomalies inspired LQ search strategy
Semileptonic B-meson decays have recently received a lot of attention in view of an increasing set
of experimental measurements that contradict the SM predictions. Despite the fact that a convinc-
ing evidence for NP is still missing, the case for it looks very promising as the coherent picture of
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ℒ ⊃ yqℓ q ℓ Φ + h.c.p p→ Φ Φ
p p→ Φ ℓ
p p→ ℓ ℓ
mLQ
y q
ℓ
Figure 5. Complementarity illustration for the three LQ processes at the LHC on the (mLQ, yq`) parameter
space. LQ pair production, dominated by QCD, is (largely) insensitive on the coupling yq`, setting therefore
a robust lower limit on the LQ massmLQ. At the opposite end of the LQ mass spectrum, the strongest bound
comes from the Drell-Yan production of a dilepton pair via a t−channel LQ exchange since amplitude scales
with y2q`. Finally, in the intermediate mass range, production of a single LQ in association with a lepton is
expected to be the most sensitive probe as the associated amplitude scales linearly with yq`.
deviations seems to be solidifying. (See, for example, ref. [14] for more details.) While the exper-
imental and theoretical endeavour in B-physics slowly keeps moving forward, it is important and
timely to provide consistent NP scenarios or, better still, NP models that are able to predict smok-
ing gun signatures in other (ongoing) searches, in particular, at the high-pT frontier experiments,
such as ATLAS and CMS.
Anomalies in B-meson decays consistently point to a violation of lepton flavour universality
(LFU) and can be grouped into two different classes. These are (i) deviations from τ/` (where
` = e, µ) universality in semi-tauonic decays as defined by R(D(∗)) observables (b → c`ν
charged currents) [35–37] and (ii) deviations from µ/e universality in rare decays as defined by
R(K(∗)) observables (b → s`` neutral currents) [38, 39]. Further evidence of coherent deviations
in rare b → sµµ transitions has been observed in the measurements of angular distributions of
B → K∗µ+µ− [40, 41]. The overall statistical significance of the discrepancies in the clean LFU
observables alone is at the level of 4σ for both charged and neutral current processes. See, for
example, refs. [42–46].
R(D(∗)) anomaly: The enhancement of O(20%) on top of the SM tree-level CKM-favoured
contribution to b→ cτν transition requires large NP effect that is, presumably, tree-level generated.
A careful consideration based on the perturbative unitarity implies that the scale of NP is rather
low [47], i.e., in the TeV ballpark, making it an ideal physics case for the LHC. Analysis of the low-
energy process in the SM effective field theory (SM EFT) requires NP in (at least) one of the d = 6
semileptonic four-fermion operators OVL ∼ (Q¯LγµσkQL)(L¯LγµσkLL), OSR ∼ (d¯RQL)(L¯LeR),
OSL ∼ (Q¯LuR)iσ2(L¯LeR), and OT ∼ (Q¯LσµνuR)iσ2(L¯LσµνeR), where σk, k = 1, 2, 3, are
Pauli matrices, and uR are the right-chiral up-type quark fields. For example, a very good fit to
data is obtained with a shift in OVL operator only, giving a universal enhancement in all b → cτν
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processes. Nonetheless, several other scenarios are fitting data well [48].
In the simplest case, these effective operators can be generated by a tree-level exchange of a
single mediator, defining simplified benchmark models for the LHC studies. These include triplet
vector (scalar) Uµ3 ≡ (3,3, 2/3) (S3 ≡ (3¯,3, 1/3)), doublet vector (scalar) V µ2 ≡ (3¯,2, 5/6)
(R2 ≡ (3,2, 7/6)), and singlet vector (scalar) Uµ1 ≡ (3,1, 2/3) (S1 ≡ (3¯,1, 1/3)) [5]. Triplets
induceOVL operator only, when integrated out, while, for example, Uµ1 inducesOVL andOSR , and
S1 yields OVL and OSL − 1/4 OT .
Since the scale required to fit R(D(∗)) is rather low the main challenge is not only to recon-
cile it with the non-observation of other related signals such as flavour changing neutral currents
(FCNC) in the down-type quark sector (e.g. [49–52]) or other tree-level flavour changing processes
(e.g. [53]) but also with τ decays and electroweak precision observables [54, 55] as well as high-
pT production of τ leptons [56]. These constraints suggest that the LQ couples dominantly (but
not entirely) to the third generation fermions. A typical coupling fitting the anomaly is given by
ybτ ≈ mLQ/1 TeV.
There are two important implications of this discussion. First, the value of the Φ–q–` coupling
yq` emerging from the low-energy fit suggests that three types of LQ processes are relevant at the
LHC. In addition to the widely studied LQ pair production, single LQ plus τ lepton production
(from initial b quark) turns out to be crucial as indicated in the right panel of figure 2. Moreover,
as shown in ref. [56], a virtual LQ exchange in t-channel can give a sizeable contribution to τ+τ−
lepton pair production in the limit of complete alignment with the down-type quarks. These three
processes scale differently with the coupling yq` and can thus provide complementary information.
Possible exclusion plot one could potentially generate by using this feature is sketched in figure 5.
It is, in our view, crucial to perform such a combined analysis to scrutinise the available parameter
space as much as possible.
Second, the decay channels of the LQ resonances are predicted. Let us illustrate this point on
a few examples. We, in particular, consider U1, S1, and S3, with the corresponding interactions
LS3 ⊃ yLL3 ijQ¯C i,aL ab(σkSk3 )bcLj,cL + h.c. , (4.1)
LS1 ⊃ yLL1 ijQ¯C i,aL S1abLj,bL + yRR1 ij u¯C iR S1ejR + h.c. , (4.2)
LU1 ⊃ xLL1 ijQ¯i,aL γµU1µLj,aL + xRR1 ij d¯iRγµU1µejR + h.c. . (4.3)
For instance, Uµ1 decays dominantly to bτ and tν final states. If no right-chiral couplings (x
RR
1 ) are
present, the branching ratios are predicted to be B(U1 → bτ) = B(U1 → tν) = 0.5 , motivating a
search for tνbτ final state in addition to conventional bbττ and ttνν searches [57, 58]. This changes
with the inclusion of sizeable xRR1 33 in favour of U1 → bτ decay. On the contrary, S1 resonance
decays to bν and tτ final states. As in the previous example, the exact branching ratios depend
on the relative strengths of the left- and right- couplings. Another very instructive example is that
of the scalar triplet S3, which has three degenerate resonances of a different charge. The decay
modes and branching ratios are fixed assuming the dominant coupling to be yLL3 33, in particular,
B(S1/33 → bν) = B(S1/33 → tτ) = 0.5 , while B(S2/33 → tν) = 1.0 , and B(S4/33 → bτ) = 1.0 .
As illustrated by these examples, the high-pT searches might also prove useful to distinguish the
underlying LQ model.
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The above discussion implicitly assumed the dominant LQ couplings to be with the third
family, as predicted in most models with conventional flavour structure, and as (usually) required
by the FCNC constraints. However, a viable possibility in some models is to have sizeable coupling
to q2–`3 fermion current. Here, the LQ tends to decay to light jets (as opposed to b and t) and the
production from initial s (c) flavours (as opposed to b) is preferred. Such example has been studied
in ref. [59] utilising large ysτ coupling.
R(K(∗)) anomaly: Rare B-decays are generated at one-loop level in the SM, and suffer from
additional CKM and GIM suppression. Therefore, the effective scale indicated by the anomaly in
rare b → s`` transitions is mΦ/√ysµybµ ∼ 30 TeV, where yqµ is the relevant Φ–q–` coupling. If
the anomalies are in muons, as suggested by the angular observables, then V −A operator structure
has to be generated. At tree level, this can be achieved by an exchange of a single mediator such as
S3, U
µ
1 or U
µ
3 .
The main implication of such a large effective NP scale is that the LQ pair production might be
the only relevant process at the LHC (unless one of the two couplings, i.e., ysµ or ybµ, is extremely
large, or the LQ couples to the valance quarks [60]). This, however, is not the case at the future
circular hadron collider (FCC-hh), where a much heavier LQ could potentially be probed. (See
figure 10 of ref. [61].) On the other hand, the width of an LQ at the TeV scale could be dominated
by other decay channels (other than bµ or sµ). For instance, the interesting option is the decay to
third family. Indeed given the same effective V − A structure, a coherent picture of B-anomalies
is emerging [14] when requiring (i) a new dynamics in (dominantly) left-chiral semi-leptonic tran-
sitions, and (ii) a flavour structure implying dominant (but not exclusive) couplings to the third
family. The high-pT phenomenology of the combined solution is very similar to the R(D(∗)) dis-
cussion above. An exceptional working model is Uµ1 vector LQ. For UV completion as a massive
gauge boson see refs. [26, 27].
5 Conclusions
We address the need for an up-to-date Monte Carlo event generator output that can be used for
the current and future experimental searches and search recasts concerning scalar and vector LQs.
We implement and provide ready-to-use LQ models in the universal FEYNRULES output format
assuming the SM fermion content and conservation of baryon and lepton numbers for all scalar LQs
as well as one vector LQ. Scalar LQ implementations include NLO QCD corrections. We validate
our numerical results with the existing NLO calculations for the pair production and present novel
results for the single LQ production for scalar (vector) LQs at the NLO (LO) level. The numerical
output comprises the NLO QCD inclusive cross sections in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV,
14 TeV, and 27 TeV center-of-mass energies as a function of the LQ mass. These results can be
particularly useful for the current and future LHC data analyses, accurate search recasts, and the
flavour dependent studies of the LQ signatures at colliders within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO
framework. We also discuss aspects of the LQ searches at a hadron collider and outline the high-
pT search strategy for LQs recently proposed in the literature to resolve experimental anomalies in
B-meson decays.
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A LQ cross sections in proton-proton collisions
We present in tables 1, 2, and 3 total inclusive cross sections in pb for the PDF4LHC15 PDF
sets [29] as a function of the LQ mass mLQ at 13 TeV, 14 TeV, and 27 TeV center-of-mass en-
ergies for the proton-proton collisions, respectively. These results are valid in the narrow width
approximation. For the discussion on the effects beyond this approximation see ref. [13].
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mLQ (TeV) σpair (pb) σsingleu (pb) σ
single
d (pb)
0.2 63.5+12.9%+2.7%−12.5%−2.7% 116.
+7.1%+1.5%
−6.1%−1.5% 76.3
+7.0%+2.2%
−6.1%−2.2%
0.4 1.81+11.2%+4.2%−12.5%−4.2% 7.56
+7.2%+1.4%
−6.8%−1.4% 4.49
+7.3%+2.2%
−7.0%−2.2%
0.6 0.169+11.4%+5.5%−13.0%−5.5% 1.31
+7.3%+1.7%
−7.3%−1.7% 0.722
+7.6%+2.3%
−7.5%−2.3%
0.8 0.0266+11.7%+6.8%−13.4%−6.8% 0.341
+7.8%+2.1%
−7.8%−2.1% 0.177
+7.9%+2.5%
−8.0%−2.5%
1.0 0.00553+11.3%+8.3%−13.4%−8.3% 0.112
+7.9%+2.4%
−8.1%−2.4% 0.0552
+8.2%+2.8%
−8.3%−2.8%
1.2 0.00134+11.8%+9.9%−13.9%−9.9% 0.0426
+8.2%+2.8%
−8.4%−2.8% 0.02
+8.7%+3.1%
−8.8%−3.1%
1.4 0.000367+12.1%+11.8%−14.2%−11.8% 0.0178
+8.6%+3.2%
−8.8%−3.2% 0.00797
+8.8%+3.5%
−9.0%−3.5%
1.6 0.000107+12.5%+13.9%−14.6%−13.9% 0.00808
+8.7%+3.6%
−9.0%−3.6% 0.00346
+9.2%+3.9%
−9.4%−3.9%
1.8 0.0000329+13.4%+16.4%−15.2%−16.4% 0.00387
+9.1%+4.0%
−9.3%−4.0% 0.00159
+9.5%+4.4%
−9.7%−4.4%
2.0 0.0000103+14.2%+19.3%−15.7%−19.3% 0.00193
+9.5%+4.5%
−9.7%−4.5% 0.000761
+9.8%+5.0%
−10.0%−5.0%
2.2 (3.29× 10−6)+14.3%+23.1%−15.9%−23.1% 0.000993+9.6%+5.0%−9.8%−5.0% 0.000378+10.0%+5.6%−10.2%−5.6%
2.4 (1.08× 10−6)+15.0%+28.8%−16.3%−28.8% 0.000532+9.7%+5.6%−10.0%−5.6% 0.000195+10.2%+6.3%−10.4%−6.3%
2.6 (3.47× 10−7)+15.5%+37.7%−16.6%−37.7% 0.000289+10.2%+6.2%−10.4%−6.2% 0.000102+10.7%+7.1%−10.8%−7.1%
2.8 (1.12× 10−7)+16.0%+54.1%−16.8%−54.1% 0.000159+10.5%+6.9%−10.7%−6.9% 0.0000542+11.1%+7.9%−11.1%−7.9%
3.0 (3.69× 10−8)+15.8%+83.8%−16.6%−83.8% 0.0000894+11.0%+7.5%−11.0%−7.5% 0.0000296+11.3%+8.9%−11.3%−8.9%
mLQ (TeV) σsingles (pb) σ
single
c (pb) σ
single
b (pb)
0.2 28.5+7.4%+8.4%−6.5%−8.4% 19.8
+8.0%+3.3%
−7.4%−3.3% 12.3
+8.6%+4.3%
−9.3%−4.3%
0.4 1.31+6.6%+10.0%−6.4%−10.0% 0.846
+6.0%+4.6%
−5.2%−4.6% 0.537
+7.4%+5.4%
−6.6%−5.4%
0.6 0.175+6.9%+11.7%−7.0%−11.7% 0.107
+6.1%+5.9%
−6.1%−5.9% 0.0672
+5.7%+6.5%
−4.7%−6.5%
0.8 0.0368+7.4%+13.7%−7.6%−13.7% 0.0215
+6.6%+7.4%
−6.7%−7.4% 0.0134
+5.2%+7.6%
−4.8%−7.6%
1.0 0.0101+7.7%+16.1%−8.0%−16.1% 0.00568
+6.6%+9.0%
−6.9%−9.0% 0.00351
+4.8%+9.0%
−5.3%−9.0%
1.2 0.00328+8.1%+19.2%−8.3%−19.2% 0.00177
+6.9%+10.6%
−7.3%−10.6% 0.00109
+5.1%+10.3%
−5.7%−10.3%
1.4 0.0012+8.4%+22.7%−8.7%−22.7% 0.000617
+7.3%+12.4%
−7.8%−12.4% 0.000379
+5.6%+11.9%
−6.2%−11.9%
1.6 0.000476+8.6%+27.0%−9.0%−27.0% 0.000237
+7.7%+14.3%
−8.1%−14.3% 0.000145
+5.7%+13.5%
−6.4%−13.5%
1.8 0.000202+8.9%+31.4%−9.3%−31.4% 0.000097
+7.9%+16.3%
−8.3%−16.3% 0.0000587
+5.9%+15.3%
−6.7%−15.3%
2.0 0.0000916+9.2%+37.1%−9.5%−37.1% 0.0000413
+8.2%+18.6%
−8.7%−18.6% 0.000025
+6.3%+17.3%
−7.1%−17.3%
2.2 0.000043+9.6%+43.2%−9.9%−43.2% 0.0000187
+8.5%+20.8%
−9.0%−20.8% 0.0000112
+6.8%+19.3%
−7.5%−19.3%
2.4 0.000021+9.9%+49.6%−10.1%−49.6% (8.68× 10−6)+9.1%+23.3%−9.5%−23.3% (5.16× 10−6)+7.0%+21.6%−7.8%−21.6%
2.6 0.0000105+10.0%+57.4%−10.3%−57.4% (4.1× 10−6)+9.3%+26.0%−9.7%−26.0% (2.45× 10−6)+7.1%+24.0%−8.0%−24.0%
2.8 (5.49× 10−6)+10.4%+64.3%−10.6%−64.3% (1.99× 10−6)+9.6%+28.8%−10.0%−28.8% (1.18× 10−6)+7.6%+26.5%−8.4%−26.5%
3.0 (2.91× 10−6)+10.7%+72.8%−10.8%−72.8% (9.96× 10−7)+9.9%+31.8%−10.2%−31.8% (5.81× 10−7)+7.8%+29.2%−8.6%−29.2%
Table 1. Total inclusive cross sections in pb for the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets [29] as a function of the LQ
mass at 13 TeV center-of-mass energy for the proton-proton collisions. σpair corresponds to the LQ pair
production. σsingleu,d,s,c,b describe single LQ production cross sections through corresponding quark flavour
when the associated Yukawa coupling strength is set to one. The cross section dependancy on the change
in the renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µF ) scales is taken into account through the following scale
variations: µR = µF = mLQ/2,mLQ, 2mLQ. First (second) uncertainty is due to the renormalisation µR
and factorisation µF scale (PDF) variations and is given in per cent units.
[15] W. Buchmuller, R. Ruckl and D. Wyler, Phys. Lett. B 191, 442 (1987) Erratum: [Phys. Lett. B 448,
320 (1999)]. doi:10.1016/S0370-2693(99)00014-3, 10.1016/0370-2693(87)90637-X
[16] A. Alloul, N. D. Christensen, C. Degrande, C. Duhr and B. Fuks, Comput. Phys. Commun. 185, 2250
(2014) doi:10.1016/j.cpc.2014.04.012 [arXiv:1310.1921 [hep-ph]].
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mLQ (TeV) σpair (pb) σsingleu (pb) σ
single
d (pb)
0.2 75.1+12.3%+2.6%−12.1%−2.6% 130.
+7.1%+1.6%
−6.2%−1.6% 86.8
+7.3%+2.2%
−6.2%−2.2%
0.4 2.25+11.5%+4.0%−12.5%−4.0% 8.68
+7.6%+1.4%
−7.0%−1.4% 5.23
+7.3%+2.2%
−6.9%−2.2%
0.6 0.222+11.1%+5.2%−12.7%−5.2% 1.54
+7.3%+1.6%
−7.2%−1.6% 0.864
+7.4%+2.3%
−7.3%−2.3%
0.8 0.037+10.9%+6.4%−12.9%−6.4% 0.414
+7.7%+2.0%
−7.6%−2.0% 0.218
+7.8%+2.5%
−7.8%−2.5%
1.0 0.00787+11.5%+7.7%−13.4%−7.7% 0.138
+7.5%+2.3%
−7.7%−2.3% 0.0686
+8.0%+2.7%
−8.1%−2.7%
1.2 0.00204+11.5%+9.1%−13.6%−9.1% 0.0535
+8.0%+2.6%
−8.2%−2.6% 0.0256
+8.2%+2.9%
−8.5%−2.9%
1.4 0.000574+12.1%+10.8%−14.0%−10.8% 0.023
+8.2%+3.0%
−8.5%−3.0% 0.0105
+8.6%+3.3%
−8.8%−3.3%
1.6 0.000177+12.1%+12.5%−14.2%−12.5% 0.0107
+8.4%+3.3%
−8.7%−3.3% 0.00466
+8.8%+3.6%
−9.1%−3.6%
1.8 0.0000585+13.2%+14.7%−14.9%−14.7% 0.00518
+8.6%+3.7%
−9.0%−3.7% 0.00219
+9.3%+4.1%
−9.5%−4.1%
2.0 0.0000193+13.3%+17.0%−15.1%−17.0% 0.00267
+9.1%+4.2%
−9.4%−4.2% 0.00108
+9.5%+4.6%
−9.7%−4.6%
2.2 (6.72× 10−6)+14.1%+19.9%−15.6%−19.9% 0.0014+9.3%+4.6%−9.6%−4.6% 0.000548+9.7%+5.1%−9.9%−5.1%
2.4 (2.33× 10−6)+14.5%+23.8%−15.9%−23.8% 0.00077+9.6%+5.1%−9.8%−5.1% 0.000288+10.1%+5.7%−10.3%−5.7%
2.6 (8.2× 10−7)+15.1%+29.0%−16.3%−29.0% 0.000427+9.5%+5.7%−9.9%−5.7% 0.000156+10.3%+6.4%−10.4%−6.4%
2.8 (2.87× 10−7)+15.3%+37.7%−16.5%−37.7% 0.000241+10.0%+6.2%−10.3%−6.2% 0.0000851+10.6%+7.1%−10.8%−7.1%
3.0 (1.02× 10−7)+15.8%+52.5%−16.6%−52.5% 0.000139+10.4%+6.8%−10.5%−6.8% 0.0000477+10.9%+7.9%−11.0%−7.9%
mLQ (TeV) σsingles (pb) σ
single
c (pb) σ
single
b (pb)
0.2 33.1+7.4%+8.3%−6.6%−8.3% 23.2
+8.3%+3.1%
−7.8%−3.1% 14.7
+9.4%+4.2%
−9.9%−4.2%
0.4 1.57+6.3%+9.7%−6.1%−9.7% 1.04
+6.2%+4.4%
−5.2%−4.4% 0.653
+7.2%+5.2%
−6.6%−5.2%
0.6 0.216+6.8%+11.2%−6.8%−11.2% 0.135
+5.9%+5.6%
−5.9%−5.6% 0.085
+6.2%+6.2%
−5.1%−6.2%
0.8 0.0471+7.1%+13.0%−7.3%−13.0% 0.028
+6.2%+7.0%
−6.4%−7.0% 0.0175
+5.2%+7.2%
−4.7%−7.2%
1.0 0.0134+7.5%+15.1%−7.7%−15.1% 0.00757
+6.7%+8.4%
−6.9%−8.4% 0.00469
+4.9%+8.5%
−5.1%−8.5%
1.2 0.00442+7.8%+17.7%−8.1%−17.7% 0.00244
+6.9%+9.9%
−7.2%−9.9% 0.00149
+5.0%+9.7%
−5.5%−9.7%
1.4 0.00165+8.1%+20.6%−8.4%−20.6% 0.000868
+7.2%+11.6%
−7.5%−11.6% 0.000535
+5.3%+11.0%
−5.9%−11.0%
1.6 0.000676+8.4%+24.4%−8.7%−24.4% 0.000344
+7.5%+13.2%
−7.9%−13.2% 0.000211
+5.5%+12.6%
−6.2%−12.6%
1.8 0.000294+8.8%+28.5%−9.1%−28.5% 0.000144
+7.7%+15.0%
−8.2%−15.0% 0.0000884
+5.8%+14.2%
−6.5%−14.2%
2.0 0.000135+9.1%+33.2%−9.4%−33.2% 0.000064
+7.7%+16.8%
−8.3%−16.8% 0.0000388
+6.0%+15.8%
−6.8%−15.8%
2.2 0.0000653+9.3%+38.5%−9.6%−38.5% 0.0000293
+8.3%+18.9%
−8.7%−18.9% 0.0000179
+6.4%+17.6%
−7.1%−17.6%
2.4 0.0000327+9.4%+44.1%−9.7%−44.1% 0.000014
+8.4%+21.2%
−8.9%−21.2% (8.38× 10−6)+6.7%+19.7%−7.5%−19.7%
2.6 0.0000167+9.7%+50.6%−10.0%−50.6% (6.93× 10−6)+8.7%+23.4%−9.2%−23.4% (4.13× 10−6)+7.1%+21.8%−7.8%−21.8%
2.8 (8.82× 10−6)+10.0%+57.0%−10.2%−57.0% (3.47× 10−6)+9.1%+25.9%−9.6%−25.9% (2.06× 10−6)+7.1%+23.8%−7.9%−23.8%
3.0 (4.79× 10−6)+10.3%+63.8%−10.5%−63.8% (1.78× 10−6)+9.3%+28.4%−9.8%−28.4% (1.05× 10−6)+7.5%+26.4%−8.3%−26.4%
Table 2. Total inclusive cross sections in pb for the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets [29] as a function of the
LQ mass at 14 TeV center-of-mass energy for the proton-proton collisions. σpair corresponds to the LQ
pair production. σsingleu,d,s,c,b describe single LQ productions through corresponding quark flavour when the
associated Yukawa coupling strength is set to one. The cross section dependancy on the change in the
renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µF ) scales is taken into account through the following scale varia-
tions: µR = µF = mLQ/2,mLQ, 2mLQ. First (second) uncertainty is due to the renormalisation µR and
factorisation µF scale (PDF) variations and is given in per cent units.
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mLQ (TeV) σpair (pb) σsingleu (pb) σ
single
d (pb)
1.0 0.106+9.6%+4.7%−11.3%−4.7% 0.676
+6.6%+1.5%
−6.5%−1.5% 0.388
+6.6%+2.2%
−6.6%−2.2%
1.4 0.0138+9.8%+5.9%−11.7%−5.9% 0.149
+6.6%+1.9%
−6.7%−1.9% 0.0797
+6.9%+2.4%
−7.0%−2.4%
1.8 0.00257+9.8%+7.1%−11.9%−7.1% 0.0442
+6.9%+2.2%
−7.1%−2.2% 0.0224
+7.2%+2.6%
−7.4%−2.6%
2.2 0.00059+10.4%+8.5%−12.4%−8.5% 0.0158
+7.3%+2.6%
−7.5%−2.6% 0.0076
+7.4%+2.9%
−7.7%−2.9%
2.6 0.000159+10.5%+10.0%−12.6%−10.0% 0.00635
+7.4%+2.9%
−7.7%−2.9% 0.00289
+7.7%+3.2%
−8.0%−3.2%
3.0 0.0000453+10.8%+11.6%−12.9%−11.6% 0.00279
+7.6%+3.3%
−7.9%−3.3% 0.00122
+7.9%+3.6%
−8.3%−3.6%
3.4 0.0000139+11.0%+13.6%−13.2%−13.6% 0.00131
+7.8%+3.7%
−8.2%−3.7% 0.000548
+8.1%+4.0%
−8.5%−4.0%
3.8 (4.44× 10−6)+11.8%+16.0%−13.7%−16.0% 0.000643+8.0%+4.1%−8.4%−4.1% 0.000261+8.4%+4.5%−8.8%−4.5%
4.2 (1.45× 10−6)+12.2%+18.8%−14.0%−18.8% 0.000332+8.3%+4.6%−8.7%−4.6% 0.000129+8.7%+5.1%−9.1%−5.1%
4.6 (4.82× 10−7)+12.6%+22.8%−14.4%−22.8% 0.000175+8.6%+5.1%−8.9%−5.1% 0.0000657+8.8%+5.6%−9.2%−5.6%
5.0 (1.62× 10−7)+13.1%+28.7%−14.7%−28.7% 0.0000947+8.6%+5.6%−9.1%−5.6% 0.0000343+9.2%+6.3%−9.5%−6.3%
mLQ (TeV) σsingles (pb) σ
single
c (pb) σ
single
b (pb)
1.0 0.105+6.0%+10.4%−6.0%−10.4% 0.0683
+5.2%+5.1%
−5.3%−5.1% 0.0445
+5.6%+5.7%
−4.7%−5.7%
1.4 0.0183+6.4%+12.3%−6.6%−12.3% 0.0113
+5.5%+6.4%
−5.7%−6.4% 0.0073
+4.9%+6.7%
−4.2%−6.7%
1.8 0.00449+6.6%+14.4%−6.9%−14.4% 0.00263
+5.9%+7.9%
−6.2%−7.9% 0.00169
+4.3%+7.9%
−4.7%−7.9%
2.2 0.00136+7.0%+17.0%−7.3%−17.0% 0.000771
+6.1%+9.5%
−6.5%−9.5% 0.000487
+4.5%+9.2%
−5.0%−9.2%
2.6 0.000472+7.3%+20.1%−7.7%−20.1% 0.000256
+6.3%+11.1%
−6.8%−11.1% 0.000162
+5.1%+10.6%
−5.6%−10.6%
3.0 0.000182+7.4%+23.7%−7.8%−23.7% 0.0000948
+6.7%+12.8%
−7.2%−12.8% 0.0000595
+5.2%+12.1%
−5.8%−12.1%
3.4 0.0000755+7.6%+27.8%−8.1%−27.8% 0.000038
+6.7%+14.6%
−7.3%−14.6% 0.0000237
+5.3%+13.7%
−6.0%−13.7%
3.8 0.0000335+8.1%+32.8%−8.5%−32.8% 0.0000161
+7.1%+16.5%
−7.7%−16.5% (0.00001× 10)+5.9%+15.4%−6.5%−15.4%
4.2 0.0000155+8.3%+38.0%−8.7%−38.0% (7.17× 10−6)+7.6%+18.6%−8.1%−18.6% (4.38× 10−6)+6.1%+17.2%−6.8%−17.2%
4.6 (7.51× 10−6)+8.5%+44.1%−8.9%−44.1% (3.28× 10−6)+7.8%+20.8%−8.3%−20.8% (2.03× 10−6)+6.2%+19.2%−6.9%−19.2%
5.0 (3.74× 10−6)+8.9%+50.6%−9.2%−50.6% (1.56× 10−6)+8.0%+23.1%−8.5%−23.1% (9.55× 10−7)+6.5%+21.3%−7.2%−21.3%
Table 3. Total inclusive cross sections in pb for the PDF4LHC15 PDF sets [29] as a function of the
LQ mass at 27 TeV center-of-mass energy for the proton-proton collisions. σpair corresponds to the LQ
pair production. σsingleu,d,s,c,b describe single LQ productions through corresponding quark flavour when the
associated Yukawa coupling strength is set to one. The cross section dependancy on the change in the
renormalisation (µR) and factorisation (µF ) scales is taken into account through the following scale varia-
tions: µR = µF = mLQ/2,mLQ, 2mLQ. First (second) uncertainty is due to the renormalisation µR and
factorisation µF scale (PDF) variations and is given in per cent units.
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